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LTHOUGI-I the monetary base has been a key
concept in monetary analysis for two decades, its use
has been primarily restricted to the monetary systems
of industrial nations.1 Specifically, the base as con-
structed and measured in the United States has
tended to be applied with some modifications to other
economies. This article is an attempt to establish a
general definition of a monetary base applicable to
all relevant institutional structures and to provide
guidelines for the identification and measurement of
the base.

Given a set of institutional arrangements and pre-
dictable behavior on the part of market participants,
changes in the monetary base produce predictable
changes in the money stock. Under these conditions
the base can be used as a predictor of the money
stock and as a variable whose control implies the
control of changes in the quantity of money. Thus the
practical use of the base encompasses only those in-
stitutional structnres where the money stock cannot
be predicted and controlled directly by monetary
authorities, but where the base can be measured and
affected.

Where it is the case that every unit of the money
stock can he directly created or destroyed by mone-
tary authorities, or that economic forces or policy
actions affect the base and the money stock by exactly

‘For further discussion of the concepts of monetary base and
high-powered money, see Karl Brunner and Allan H. Meltzer,
“An Alternative Approach to the Monetary Mechanism,” U. S.,
Congress, I-louse of Representatives, Committee on Banking
and Currency, Subcommittee on Domestic Finance, 88th
Cong., 2nd sess., 17 August 1964, pp. 9—20; Milton Friedman
and Anna Jacobson Schwartz, A Monetary history of thc
United States 1867—1.960 (Princeton: Princeton Tjniversitv
Press, 1963); Phillip Cagan. Detersninant.s and Effects of
Change.s in the Stock of Money 1875-1960 (New York: Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research, 1965). Also see Leonall
C. Andersen and Jerry L. Jordan, “The Monetary Base — Ex-
planation and Analytical Use,” this Review (August 1968),
pp. 7-11.

the same magnitudes, there is no reason to resort to
the use of the base concept. Alternatively, if the con-
straint on money creation consists solely of a single
money-creator’s decisions as to how much money to
create in order to have it acceptable as money to all
users, the base, while it exists in principle, is not
objectively measurable and cannot be used either as
a predictor or as a control variable, This leaves the
monetary base as a useful concept in monetary sys-
tems which are characterized by the existence of fiat
money, more than one money-creating institution, and
fractional reserve banking.

In a system svhich exhibits these features, the money
stock in the hands of the public will potentially con-
sist of commodity money (such as gold and silver
coins), liabilities of monetary authorities (currency)
and liabilities of private institutions (bank notes and/
or bank deposits). These assets of the nonbanking
public will be used as money only if transactions costs
associated with other assets’ are higher. In other words,
since the productivity of any asset used as money
lies in its ability to facilitate transactions, it must be
an instrument which minimizes the costs of conduct-
ing transactions. Apart from such features as divisibil-
ity, convenience and safety it must also reasonably
maintain its purchasing power vu-a-vis other assets.
Any asset that is convenient in ever-v respect hut
whose purchasing power fluctuates widely and un-
predictably will impose lugh risks on its holders and,
in effect, high transaction costs.

The stability of purchasing power, as used here,
refers to its exchange value against the btsndle of all
other available assets, goods, and services. One of the
main requisites Of this stability is a relatively stable
supply of this asset called money. If money is crc-
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ated without restraint or if its production fluctuates
widely, its purchasing power will fluctuate accord-
ingly, and the costs imposed on its holders will en-
courage them to use some other asset to facilitate
transactions. Thus, for any asset to function as money,
its users must be convinced that its supply is con-
strained either by some institution they trust or hy
some set of other assets that are deemed to he rela-
tively fixed in quantity or adequately controlled by
market or institutional forces. The monetary base is
this set of assets that constrains the growth of the
money stock.

Commodity money is accepted because of the be-
lief that market forces are such as to assure a rela-
tively stable supply. Government liabilities — cur-
rency — are accepted so long as it is believed that
the monetary authorities will maintain a relatively
stable growth of these liabilities. But what induces
the nonbanking public to accept liabilities of private,
profit-making institutions such as banks? Obviously,
it is because something limits the growth of these
deposits and hence insures that there will remain a
fairly stable rate of exchange of these deposits for
other assets.

In a banking system where there exists more than
one bank and where the money stock is comprised
solely of bank liabilities (deposits, currency, and coin
issued by the banks), the users of these liabilities
will frequently deposit liabilities of one bank at an-
other bank, If the banks were to use assets which
were each others’ liabilities as a basis for issuing new
money, there would he no effective consti-aint on the
expansion of money and, consequently, banks could
find that their liabilities cease to be accepted as money.
Knowing this, they will not accept each others’ lia-
bilities without being able to convert them into some
asset which is not dominated by actions of banks
themselves. The asset that will emerge will also have
the lowest transactions costs of all assets acceptable
for interbank transactions. This asset, whatever it is,
will then constitute part of the monetary base.

Each bank, knowing that its liabilities will be pre-
sentecl to it by other banks for conversion into this
acceptable asset, will have to hold a stock of tIns
asset as a reserve for conversion. In the absence of
legal constraints, the size of this cushion or reserve,
relative to the amount of monetary liabilities it

creates, will depend upon the probability with which
the hank’s monetary liabilities are deposited at other
banks. Thus. the total amount of this reserve asset
ivill constrain the amount of money that can he pro-
duced by the system.
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If the money stock includes commodity money or
currency issued by monetary authorities in addition
to private hank liabilities, then the banks will have
to be ready to convert their monetary liabilities into
forms acceptable not only to other banks hut also to
the nonhanking public. Thus they will have to hold
a reserve of those assets that may he demanded by
both. The monetary base will then consist not only
of those assets that banks use to settle monetary lia-
bilities among themselves hut also those assets that
are used to satisfy the conversion demands of the
public. This does not preclude the possibility that the
interbank settlement asset is the same as the one that
is used in settling with the public.

To sum up, in a system where the money stock
consists of commodity money, governmental liabili-
ties, and hank liabilities, the base will consist of com-
modity money, governmental monetary liabilities, and
whatever assets the banks use to settle interbank
debts. The assets that constrain the growth of money
stock (the monetary base) can therefore be identified
in any monetary system by ascertaining and summing
the following:

1. those assets which the consolidated banking sec-
tor uses to settle interbank debt;

2
and

2. those items, aside from bank liabilities, which are
used as money.

Once the monetary base is identified and measured,
and the behavior of the banks and the public de-
scribed and estimated, changes in the base can be
used to predict changes in the money stock. \That
remains is the task of finding what causes the base
to change and how to control these changes, since
control of the size of the base, given the behavior
of banks and the public, implies the control of the
money stock.

If the base were to consist solely of commodity
money or real assets, then one would have to analyze
the forces which affect the supply of these assets;
attempts at control of these forces would constitute
the exercise of monetary policy. For example, if gold
coin were the sole constituent of the base, then the
control of production and importation of gold coin
wonld allow for the control of the money stock. Under

2\Ve look at the assets of the consolidated banking sector iii

order to elisninate correspondent balances which are used as
instruments of settlement among respondent banks. These
deposits are acceptable to respondent banks only because they
represent a claim on the reserves of correspondent banks.
Thus, the constraint is still exercised by the availability of
assets which are not dominated by actions of individual banks.
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such circumstances, factors affecting the-supply of
gold coin could he identified and measured in the
balance sheets of domestic gold producers and in the
balance of payments.

Suppose that the base consists of currency issued
by the government. If we were to assume that gov-
ernment maintains a complete balance sheet and that
its creation of currency depends upon changes in the
configuration of its assets and liabilities, then the
factors affecting the monetary base would he found
in and could he analyzed from the balance sheet of
the government. It is usually the case, however, that
governments cannot and do not maintain complete
balance sheets. Furthermore, the issuance of currency
may he based on arbitramy or political decisions that
cannot he quantified. Under such circumstances the
base or its currency component has to he taken as
given at any time and the control of the base rests
solely with governmental authorities who, in their
desire to have their liabilities acceptable as money,
will presumably limit cunency growth.

When, in addition to the above-mentioned com-
ponents, the banking system uses central bank liabili-
ties as reserves necessary for conversion of their own
monetary liabilities, the factors affecting changes in
this component of the base are summarized in the
balance sheet of the central hank. Central banks do
maintain balance sheets and any changes in their
“reserve liabilities” reflect changes in their assets and/
or other liabilities. By definition, a balance sheet
implies that any subset of liabilities must equal the
algebraic sum of all assets and remaining liabilities
and capital in that balance sheet. Thus the central
hank component of the base can he alternatively
measured as the algebraic sum of all entries in the
central hank balance sheet other than its reserve
liabilities. This measure is frequently referred to as
the “sources of the monetary base.” Since factors sup-
plying the central hank component of the base are
represented in the sources, the analysis, prediction,
and control of the monetary base must begin with the
identification and measurement of its sources.

At present, in virtually all modern monetary sys-
tems the base consists of either central hank liabilities,
government liabilities, or both, These items are the
ones used to settle interbank debt and some circulate
as money. Government liabilities must he taken as
given since decisions as to their supply are detennined
by factors ivhich cannot he quantified. In the case of
central hank liabilities, it is necessary to derive the
sources of the base component, which consist of the
algebraic sum of all other assets and liabilities in the

central bank balance sheet. These sources permit the
identification of causes of changes in the monetary
base and, consequently, of policy actions which con-
trol these changes.

Suppose there exists a monetary system where the
money stock consists of the public’s deposits at banks
and currency issued by the central bank and held hy
the public. Suppose that we observe further that the
asset of the consolidated banking sector which is used
to settle interbank debts consists of deposits at the
central hank. Conversion of monetary liabilities of
banks to the public is in the form of currency. This
implies that the monetary base consists of banks’ de-
posits at the central bank and currency issued by
the central bank, which is thus the sole producer of
the base. Since all changes in the base result in cor-
responding changes in all other entries of the central
hank balance sheet, the sources of the base can be
identified.

A hypothetical balance sheet of the central bank
is given below.

Central Bank

Demand Deposits of
Banks (DB)

Currency held by Banks (CS)
Currency held by Public (CP)
Demand Deposits of

Treasury (DT)
Demand Deposits of Foreign

Central Banks (DF)
Currency held by Treasury (CT)
Other liabilities &

Capital (01)

The monetary base is comprised of demand deposits
of banks at the central hank (DB) and currency, is-
sued by the central hank, that is held by banks (GB)
amid by the public (GP). Thus the sources of the base,
as derived from the central hank’s balance sheet, are
the algebraic sum of all other balance sheet entries:

C+FA±BC+LD-~-OA—OL—DT—l)F—CT

Measures of these items are readily available from
central bank accounts and can he used to trace the

Assets liabilities

Gold (0)
Foreign Assets (FA)
Government SecurHies (BC)
Loans and Discounts (ID)
Other Assets (OA
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impact of any transaction in the economy on the
monetary base,

The process is simple — one must merely ascertain
whether a transaction affects any of the items in the
sources of the base and sum the effects. Suppose
that the Treasury collects taxes and deposits the pro-
ceeds in its account at the central hank. The trans-
actions involved are:

08—100 DB—)00 DP—100
DT+ 100

The only entry that appears in the sources statement
of the base and is affected is demand deposits of the
Treasury (DT), which is a negative item and rises
by 100. Thus, the base declines by 100. It is immedi-
ately apparent what has happened with the base and
what has caused the change.

Another example could be a central bank pur-
chase of Government securities from banks (BB).

Central Bank

BC+100 05+100

Again, the only entry affected in the sources state-
ment is Government securities held by the central
bank, an item which affects the base positively. It
has risen by 100; thus the base has increased by 100.

Suppose this country engages in attempts to peg
the exchange rate. A deficit in its international bal-
ance of payments will cause the central hank to enter
the exchange market as a seller of foreign currencies
(its holdings of these currencies are represented by
the item foreign assets). A representative net trans-
action would be as follows:

Banks

08—100 LDP----100

Foreign assets (FA) is the only item in the sources
statement that has been affected. Its decline of 100
implies the same change in the base.

Another type of monetary system has a money
stock that is made up of the public’s deposits at pri-
vate banks, currency issued by the government or by
both the government and the central bank. If central
bank deposit liabilities function as an instrument of

interbank settlement and the public periodically con-
verts some of its deposits into currency, the mone-
tamy base includes bank deposits at the central bank
and currency issued by the central hank and by the
Treasury.

In principle, this would mean that the sources
statement of the base would have to be derived from
the consolidation of Treasury and central bank bal-
ance sheets. But, as was discussed earlier, complete
Treasumy balance sheets are universally unavailable.
In this case, the base and its sources must be modified
by simply adding Treasury currency in the hands of
banks and the public to both the base and the
sources of the base. The monetary base would then
become demand deposits of banks at the central bank
(DB) plus central bank currency held by banks (GB)
plus Treasury currency held by banks (TGB) plus
central bank currency held by the public (GP) plus
Treasury currency held by the public (TGP). And
the sources statement is:

G±FA±BC+LD+OA+TGB+TGP
—OL---DT—DF—GT

The analysis uses the new statement in exactly the
same way that previous transaction examples used
the preceding one. Suppose that the Treasury prints
and sells new currency to commercial banks and
deposits the receipts in the central bank,

Treasury Central Bank

DT+100 TCB+100 05—100 TCB+100
DT+100 08—100

Treasury currency held by the banks increases and so
do Treasury deposits at the central bank. Since they
enter into the sources statement with opposite signs,
there is no change in the monetary base. Commercial
banks have simply changed the form of their reserves
without changing the total amount.

Another illustrative transaction is the sale of Treas-
ury currency to the central bank,

OA+100

Since Treasury currency at the central bank has not
been specifically included in the central batik balance
sheet, it must appear in other assets of the central
hank (OA), which rises by 100 together with de-
posits of the Treasury at the central hank (DT).
Since these items enter the sources statement with
opposite signs there is, again, no change in the mone-
tamy base.

Central Bank Banks

Banks

08+100
SB—- 100

Banks

Central Bank

FA—100 05—100

DT±100 TCC+100

Treasury Central Bank

DT±100
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But if the Treasury prints new currency and buys
services fromn the public, the transaction is recorded
as follows:

While the central hank balance sheet is unaffected,
the sources statement indicates that the base rises by
100 because TGP has increased.

While the vast majority of relevant monetary sys-
tems are represented by the two cases discussed
above, there are occasionally some institutional or
market arrangements which require additional refine-
ments.

It may be that the consolidated banking system,
due perhaps to regulations imposed upon it, uses gov-
ernment securities as well as central bank deposits to
settle interbank liabilities, As is the case with Treas-
ury currency, there is no government halance sheet
which allows us to identify the sources of this base
component; therefore, holdings of governnment secu-
rities by banks and the public must be added to the
base and its sources as derived from the central bank
balance sheet. Similarly, if any other asset is used
for interhank clearing or as part of the money stock,
it must be accounted for in the sources of the mone-
tary base. The general rule for inclusion is as follows:

I. If the asset is the liability of an entity that main-
tains a balance sheet, the balance sheets of that entity
and the central bank are to be consolidated and the
sources of the base derived in a similar manner as
in Case I.

II. If the asset is a liability of an entity which does
not have a balance sheet, or is a real asset, then the
quantities of that asset that are held by commercial

banks and the public must be added to the sources
and the monetary base which were constructed from
the central bank balance sheet.

Obviously, analysis and control are enhanced by
the ability to identify as many factors as possible
that may affect mnonetamy base. Consequently, when
balance sheets are available, they should be used in
the derivation of base statements. The simple addi-
tion of other assets included in the base to the sources
statement assumes that these assets are predetermined
and not subject to control by the central bank.

In most general terms the monetary base is that set
of assets held by the banks and the public which con-
strains the money stock. The items that constitute the
base in any country can he identified by determining
those assets which the consolidated banking sector
uses to settle interbank debt, and those items, aside
from hank liabilities, which are used as money. The
factors that cause the amount of hase to change can
he determined by consolidating the halance sheets of
the producers of the base. In the case where the cen-
tral bank is the sole producer of base, this process
can proceed from the balance slmeet of the central
hank. Any change in the base will appear as a change
in one or more other entries in the central hank’s
balance sheet. When there are other producers of base,
such as the Treasury, this article showed how the base
could be constructed to take this into account,

The sources statement of the base is snost imnportant
to the monetary authorities, This statement serves as
a scheme for analyzing how actions taken by the
monetary authorities, such as purchases or sales of
securities, or lending to hanks, influences the base and,
hence, the money stock. It also permits thesn to ana-
ivze how other factors influence the base and, conse-
quently, pernuts them to identify the type of offsetting
actions that nmust he taken to counter these outside
influences.

Treasury

Services+100 I TCP+l00

Central Bank

Na Change No Change

Banks Public

No Change No Change TCP+100
Services — 1 00

The pnrpose of this Appendix is to demonstrate how
the principles of snosmetary hase construction can be ap-
plied to the U. S. monetary system and to show how a base
construct can be reconciled with data which is regularly
published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin.
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The U. S. monetary systenm is characterized by the
existence of three sets of snmsnev—ereating institutions:
(1) the U. S. Treasury which issues coin and which has
some Treasury notes as-id silver certificates outstanding,
(2) the Federal Reserve System, which issues Federal
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Reserve notes and demand deposits, and (3) commercial
banks which issue demand deposits. Commercial banks,
which constitute the private money-creating sector, can
use as instruments of settlement currency (Federal Re-
serve notes and Treasury currency and coin) and demasmd
deposits at the Federal Reserve Banks. Therefore, the base
consists of monetary assets of the eonsrslidated domestic
private sector (currency and coin held by banks and the
public, and demand deposits of member banks at Federal
Reserve Banks). These are the monetary liabilities of the
Government sector to the private domestic sector. Conse-
quemmtly, the base and the sources of the base, as derived
from the Federal Resem-ve balance sheet, must be supple-
mented by the addition of Treasury cmsrrency and coin held
by commercial banks and the public.

It should also he noted that certain monetary relation-
ships between the central hank ammd the government are
smnique to U. S. mosmetary ismstitutions. For example, gold
is held by the Treasury, which issues gold certificates to
the Federal Reserve System, and coin is issmsed by the
Treasury svhile almost all 0f the currency is issued by’
the Federal Reserve Basmks. These unique features, how-
ever, present no difficulty in the development of base
statements and perhaps denmonstrate even more force-
fully that sttch commstructiosm is applicable to all institu-
tional arrangements.

A simplified balasmce sheet for the Federal Reserve
System is given below:

Federa! Reserve System

The base, as defined and identified in time Federal Re-
serve’s balance sheet, consists of demnand deposits of banks
at the Federal Reserve llariks (DB), Federal Reserve
Notes held by banks and the public (GB + CP) and
Treasury currency held by banks (TCB) and the public
(TCP):
(1) DB+CB +CP+TCB+TCP

The sources statenmesmt consists of the algebraic sum of all
the renmaimmimmg assets and liabilities in the Federal Re-
serve balance sheet plus monetary liabilities of the
Treasury lmeld by basmks and the pmshlic (TCB + TCP).
Therefore, the sossrces of the base consist of the following
balance sheet esmtries:
(2) LD + BC + OA + CC + SDR + TCC - CT

— DT — DF -- OL + TCB + TCP

Data for derivation of sources of the base is published
monthly itm the Federal Reserve Bulletin in a table en-
titled “Member Bank Reserves, Reserve Bank Credit,
and Related Items.” This Table is divided into two parts:

Factors supplying reserve funds;
Reserve Bank Credit Outstanding (RBC)
Cold Stock (C)
Special Drawing Rights (SDR)
Treasmsry Currency Outstanding (TCO), and

Factors absorbing reserve funds:
Currency in Circmslation (CC)
Treasury Cash I-Ioldinsgs (TK)
Deposits, other than Member Bank

Reserves with FR (d)
Otlmer Federal Reserve Liabilities

and Capital (OL)
Member Bank Reserves with FR Banks (DB)
Currency and Coin held by

Member Banks (CMB)

Ism terms of this statenment, the base consists of member
bank deposits at Federal Reserve banks (DB) plus cur-
rency and coin in circulation issued by the Federal Re-
serve Banks (GB ±CP) and issued by the Treasury
(TCB + TCP). Thus, in terms of our balance sheet nota-
tion, it consists of DB + GB ±CP TCB + TCP which
is identical to statement (1) from the balance sheet of
the Federal Reserve.

For the sources statement we have to define the pub-
lished entities in terms of balance sheet notation.

RBC = LD + BC + OA (where Federal Reserve fioatl

is included in OA)
C =Goid
SDR = Special Drawing Rights
TCO TCB + TCP ±TCC + TCT

fers to Treasury currency held
TIC ~(G- GC)+TCT±CT
d ‘DT+DF
OL = Other Liabilities

The sources statenment, which is derivable from factors
supplying ammd absorbismg reserve fssnds, is:

(3) RBC±C+SDR-I-TCO—TK—d—OL

When balasmce sheet notatiosm is stsbstituted for published
notation, and addition and subtraction are completed,
statement (3) becomes,

(4) LD + BC + OA + CC + SDR + TCC — CT
—DT—DF—OL+TCB+TCP

This statement is an identical statement to (2) which
implies tlmat the data published in the form of factors
supplying and absorbing reserve funds is consistent with
the sources statenment as derived from the Federal Reserve
balance sheet.

As an exanmple of tlmis procedure time foliowismg summer-
ical exasnpie is presesmted. The balance sheet for the
Federal Reserve System is for Septesnber 20, 1976, as
reported 0mm page MO of the October 1976 Federal
Reserve llolletin.

lFoderal Reserve float is conmputed fromo the balance sheets and
is cash items i’m process of collection minus deferred avail-
ability cash itenms. See Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
Glossary: Weekly Federal Reserve Statements, “Factors Affect-
ing Bank Reserves” (October 1975), pp. 17-18.

Assets Liabilities

Gold Certificates (GC)
Special Drawing Rights (SDR)
Coin Held by the FR (TCC)
Loans and Discounts (ID)

Government Securilies Held by
FR (BC)

Other Assets (OA)

FR Notes Held by;
Treasury (CT)
Commercial Banks (CS)
Public (CP)

Demand Deposits;
Treasury (Dfl
Commercial Banks (OS)
Foreign (OF)

Other Liabilities and Capital of
the FR (01)

(where TCT re-
by the Treasury)
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1976, excluding Federal Reserve notes ($79,802) and de-
mand deposits of member banks ($29,807), the total
amount is $109,609 million. As was shown previously the
amonnmt of Treasury currency and coin held by commercial
banks and the public was $9,967 million for the same
date.4 Hence, the total base is $109,609 plus $9,967 equals

$ 79,802 5119,576 milhon.
1 2 21 2 Using the notation presented in this appendix, the

sources of the base may also be constructed from the

29 807 entries that appear in the table “Member Bank Reserves,
245 Federal Reserve Bank Credit, and Related Items” that

appears on pages AZ - A3 of the October 1976 Federal
9,839 Reserve Bulletin. For Septenmber 29, 1976, the data are as

follows:
Reserve Bank Credit (RBC) $113,972 million
Cold (C) 11,598
SDR 700
Treasum-y Currency

Outstanding (TCO) 10,757
Treasury Cash (TK) 425
Demand Deposits of

Treasury (DT)
Foreign Demand Deposits (DF)
Other Liabilitiesm (OL)

Using the previous formula for the sources of the base
given in equation (3):

RBC + C + SDRs + TCO — TK — DT — DF — OL

we find that the summation of the sources stated in this
manner, and applying the appropriate sign, equals
$119,576 which is exactly equal to the base as derived
from the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet with the addi-
tion of Treasury csmrrency held by commercial banks and
the public.

4Treasury currency and coin held by banks and the pubhc is
the sum of silver certificates, United States notes and total
coin. These amounts are available for the end of the month
in Table MS-i, “Currency and Coin in Circulation,” U. S.
Depastsnent of the Treasssry, Treasury Bulletin.

t5locludes 5920 million of other deposits.

Consolidated Statement of Condition of
All Federal Reserve Banks

(millions of dollars)

Assets Liabilities

Gold Certificates

SDR

Cash Held by FR

taons and Discounts

Government Securities
Held by FR

Other Assets

$ II .598 I FR Notes

700 Demand Deposits;

365 Treasury
Member Sank

324 Reserves

99,224 1Other Liabilities
2

19,694 and Capitol

$131,905 $131,905

In time notation used in this appendix, the base con-
sists of demand deposits of commercial banks held at
Federal Reserve Banks (DB) which equal $29,807 plus
currency held by commercial banks and the public
(CP ±CB ±TCP + TCB). This currency consists of FR
notes ($79,802) plus Treasury cssrrency outstanding
($10,757) which comes from the Treasury accounts, less
the currency and coin held by Treasury ($425), called
“Treasury caslm,” less Federal Reserve holdings of coin,
called “cash held by FR” ($365).~ The total currency
component of the base consists of $89,769 million. There-
fore, the base amounts to $29,807 plus $89,769 and equals
$119,576.

The sources of the base consist of Treasury cnsrrency
and coin held by commercial banks and the public, and
all the items in the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet except
the two entries demand deposits of commercial banks

member bank reserves ) and Federal Reserve notes, In
other words, if one consolidates all the entries ism the Fed-
eral Reserve balance slmeet for time week of September 29,

2lncludes $920 umilllion of other deposits.
5FR notes held by FR banks are excluded from the entry. “FR
smotes” in the consolidated balance sheet.

12,212
245

4,569
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